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Thank you! 
A massive thanks to all the marshals, time 
keepers and helpers who made it such a 
successful and enjoyable event. 
 
Thank you to all those that made it a safe 
event. 
 
Without you all this event would not have 
been possible. 
 

Course 
BS33 
 
Start Time Keeper 
Graham Berry (SDCC) 
 
Finish Time Keeper 
Angus Jardine (Ipswich BC) 

Marshall’s/Helpers 
Simon Jarrold 
Simon Boyle 
Kristian Mobbs 
Martin Waters 
David Parkin 
Jorgen Wilhelm 
Sebastian Anderson 
 

 
 

 

Event Headquarters 
Debenham Sports & Leisure Centre 
Gracechurch Street 
Debenham 
Suffolk 
IP14 6BL 

  Event Secretary 
Chris Leggett 
Mulberry Tree Cottage 
Grove Road 
Bentley 
Suffolk 
IP9 2DD 

Firstly, thank you to all the riders for supporting this event, which is now in its seventh year.  And what a glorious day for 
racing it was. 
 
Apologies for the late minute ‘scare’ because of the A1120 being closed.  We have since understood that this was due to 
an early morning RTA that involved a cyclist and a vehicle.  While we do not know further details, our thoughts extend to 
those involved. 
 
This year we ran two events – solo and 2up TTT.  The Renny Stirling Memorial Trophy was retained by Lloyd Chapman 
(apologies again Lloyd for calling you Lee!!) of Loose Cannons Conditioning with a superb time of 43.16!  Congratulations 
Lloyd. 
 
The female category was won by Hannah O’Brian of Loose Cannons Conditioning in a time of 51:33. 
 
In the 2up TTT, the event was won by Gary Freeman and Josh Aiken, both of Orwell Velo in a combined time of 44.41, 
which is pretty breathtaking considering this time was posted on standard drop handlebar road machines – great work 
guys! 
 
It is never an easy decision to disqualify anyone, but this year we have had to discount three riders from a placing due to 
crossing central white line infringements.  The consequences of a head on collision are unthinkable, not only for the rider 
and their loved ones, but also for the organisers and marshals that must witness this.  Orwell Velo makes no apology for 
holding the safety of riders first and foremost and we thank those that have ridden the course safely and within the law.  
For those DQ’d, please take care out there – the racing line or those couple of extra seconds is not worth putting yourself 
at risk of a potential life changing event. 



 
Finally, and most importantly, we would like to say a massive thank you to both time keepers, all marshals and helpers.  
Without the help and commitment of volunteers none of these events would be possible. 
 
Congratulations to all the winners, we hope you all enjoyed the event and we look forward to welcoming you all back in 
the spring of 2023. 
 
 
PRIZES 
 

 
Scratch 
 
1st  Lloyd Chapman (Loose Cannons Conditioning)  £20 + Renny Stirling Memorial Trophy 
2nd Matt O’Brian (Loose Cannons Conditioning)  £15 
3rd Nick Partridge (VC Baracchi)    £10 

 
Age Category 
 
A No finisher in this category    £ - 
B No finisher in this category    £ - 
C Dave Clark (Orwell Velo)    £5 
D Glenn Taylor (Shorter Rochford RT)   £5 
E No finisher in this category    £ - 
F Peter Tibbitts      £5 
 
Female 
 
1st Hannah O’Brian (Loosed Cannons Conditioning)  £20 
2nd Gillian Leech (Loosed Cannons Conditioning)  £15 
3rd No female finisher     £ - 
 
Solo Team       £5 ea 
 
Loose Cannons Conditioning – 02:15:28 Lloyd Chapman (43:16), Matt O’Brian (43:44), Hannah O’Brian (49:28) 
 
2up TTT 
 
Gary Freeman / Josh Aiken (Orwell Velo)   £20 ea 


